Dear Colleagues,

Kyiv National Economic University named after Vadym Hetman (KNEU) is looking for new opportunities to participate in Erasmus+ projects, especially in KA1.

There are 7 faculties covering all economic specialties (international economics and management, marketing, accounting, finance, banking, personnel management, sociology and psychology in business, economics of agro industrial sector), and 2 institutes (Law Institute and Institute of Informational Technologies in Economics) in KNEU <http://kneu.edu.ua/en/> Following the European Integration aspirations of Ukraine and its participation in global labour market, KNEU has launched *English – Taught Master’s programs* (Business Administration, International Management, Project Management and Consulting, Management of Entrepreneurial Activity, Accounting and Audit in the Enterprise Management System). That is the platform for international students to study in KNEU.

We are practicing Erasmus exchange of students and staff with University of Foggia (Italy), Academy of Economics (Svishtov, Bulgaria), University of Economics in Katowice (Poland), University of Economics in Wroclaw (Poland), Vienna University of business and Economics (Austria), Dundee Business School of Abertay University (Scotland), University of Granada (Spain). The mobility of KNEU students and staff has become a valuable point in enhancing our international academic activity. But we would like to widen the geography of KA-1 projects as it can further impact on our educational development and disseminate new methods of training and teaching.

We are interested in broadening collaboration with European universities providing economic education to encourage and promote knowledge and professional skills. The exchange of best practices and intercultural training are pillars for gaining more experience and strengthening our current achievements. Our University is involved in different projects <https://kneu.edu.ua/en/University_en/international_connections/center_international_academic_mobility/kneu.grants/> , namely Jean Monnet Module, Jean Monnet Chair, TEMPUS, Erasmus+ and others. We have partner universities <http://kneu.edu.ua/en/University_en/international_connections/center_international_relations/partner_universities/> in Austria, Bulgaria, Great Britain, India, Italy, Canada, China, Germany, Poland, the USA, Spain and France. The Centre of International Academic Mobility <https://kneu.edu.ua/en/University_en/international_connections/center_international_academic_mobility/> coordinates International activities in KNEU. In the files attached You can find the Fact Sheet for incoming student and the FAQ about KNEU as a partner in KA1. Please, contact Evhenia Kolomiyets-Ludwig, the Director of CIAM, who is a responsible person for coordinating international projects, via ciam@kneu.edu.ua to get more information.

Best regards,

CIAM Team

--

З повагою,

Centre of International Academic Mobility, Kyiv National Economic University named after Vadym Hetman